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ABOUT US

New Propeller Technologies services and add-ons in the field of STEM education has been
remarkable and life-changing to many learners, leaving no stones unturned. We have
defined STEM education under various ruse while consciously tailoring every turn to meet
the needs and expectations of its beneficiaries whether be it learners, managements or
parents/guardians.

Together we create makers of the world

New Propeller Technologies is missioned to intersperse a myriad of makers across the world
by imparting real world connectivity in Tech education and providing the best STEM
education. imaginable along with STEM kits and several other learning resources. We are
one of the top 10 STEM education institutions in India and Tamilnadu's leading ATAL and
STEM lab providers.

Learn STEM education virtually and effectively through conceptualized learning endorsed by
Esteemed Institutions. Propel is your one-stop STEM Education Partner to discover the
Maker in you and become a Technopreneur with no age limits, joining hands with us to
become Makers of the world.



 Our Master Research Course is designed for individuals who have a passion for
technology and a thirst for knowledge. With a focus on hands-on learning, this
long-term course will take you on a comprehensive journey through various
technological domains. Whether you're in grade 3 or grade 12, there's
something for everyone in this exciting Course.

Are you ready to embark on a journey of technological exploration?

What You'll Learn:

BASIC ELECTRONICSROBOTICS

3D PRINTING

INTERNET OF THINGS EMBEDDED SYSTEM

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

DRONES

https://youtu.be/MGjC9tZjRpk
https://youtu.be/8vYqEz1INGw
https://youtu.be/RIX-4i3AEs8


In each domain, you will complete four hands-on projects, ensuring you gain

practical skills and experience. Plus, you'll have the opportunity to earn a

prestigious STEM.org certification and receive an exclusive eBook on

Embedded Systems.

wHAT WILL YOU BUILD?

Hands-on Learning: Build real projects and gain practical experience.

Personalized Learning Path: Tailored to your grade level and interests.

STEM.org Certification: Validate your expertise and enhance your resume.

Exclusive eBook: Delve deeper into Embedded Systems with our eBook.

Expert Instructors: Learn from experienced professionals in each domain

Course Highlights

Duration: This is a long-term course

Cost: 45,000/-

Grades: Open to students from grade 3 to grade 12.

Why Choose Our Master Research Course

Course Details

Comprehensive Knowledge: Gain expertise in multiple technological

domains.

Practical Skills: Build projects that demonstrate your abilities.

STEM Certification: Boost your credentials and career prospects.

Flexible Learning: Suitable for students of various grade levels.

Prepare for the Future: Equip yourself with the skills for tomorrow's world.

Join us on a journey of discovery and innovation. Unleash your potential

with the Master Research Course.



Contact Info :

7540040071

propellertechs@gmail.com

Trichy , Tamil Nadu 620001

www.propellertechnologies.in


